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•Definition of the REMOP 

the Revenue Mobilization Programme (REMOP), a systematic and effective tax 
administration system and steps designed to support local governments in defining / 
implementing a viable and fair method in property valuation and mobilizing and managing 
revenues from property taxes and business licenses.  

 

The programme follows a cycle and sequence of 6 steps required for a successful 
transparent and accountable revenue mobilization  

 

The programme is based on two tools:  

• The REMOP software : a system that records all properties, their evaluation, 
calculates the taxes, issues the Rate Demand Notices, manages appeals, records 
revenues, produces reports 

 

• The REMOP methodology based on a cycle of 6 steps that is implemented every 
financial year. 

 

Team :The REMOP Programme uses international specialist expertise and national trained 
staff to undertake implementation. The focus on community involvement and participation 
ensures ownership and sustainability.  

 

Activities typically include an initial technical assessment, numbering of streets and houses, 
procurement of equipment and installation of the system, staffing, training on system usage 
and REMOP cycle methodology, support in implementation of the cycle, lighter support on 
the second annual cycle. 

 

This approach can help municipalities build credit worthiness in the hope of benefiting loans 
from development banks. 
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- The programme’s goal is  to finance more structuring project from the local development 
plan, with the participation of the population, using the collected funds. 

- The main objective is to introduce and train on a systematic and effective program to 
increase revenue collection from poperty taxes and business licenses in a sustainable and 
non-reversible manner.  

 

- To improve administration efficiency through training and prolonged use of the system. 

  

- Boosting Transparency and Accountability  by keeping the public informed about the 
councils’ ability to finance and prioritize development plan activities, increasing 
confidence. 

 

- The programme also addresses key challenges faced by municipalities discussions with 
the MCC revealed low levels of tax collection rates in respect to the number of plots on 
the valuation roll.  

- high administrative cost and restrictive legal requirements of valuation methods in 
Malawi. 

- the inability for councils to provide adequate services that meet the expectations of 
taxpayers, which in turn exacerbates taxpayer’s willingness to pay city rates.  

- As you see on the table each challenge had a solution with the implementation of the 
REMOP.  
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Traditionally, A property's value can be estimated in three different ways: 
 
Market approach 

assessor compares property to similar properties that have recently sold 
typically used to value residential, vacant, and farm properties 

Cost approach 
assessor calculates the cost to replace a structure with a similar one using today's 
labor and material prices 
subtract depreciation 
add the market value of the land 
used to value industrial, special purpose and utility properties 

Income approach 
assessor analyzes how much income a property (such as an apartment building) will 
produce if rented 
takes into account: 

operating expenses 
insurance 
maintenance costs 
financing terms 
amount expected to be earned 
 

-Assessors also use Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal techniques to analyze property sales 
and estimate values for multiple properties simultaneously. 
 
- The REMOP Points approach is an example of automated mass valuation system. Which 
determines the value of a property based on a score of points attributed to features of a 
land or building.  
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- “points based” valuation method assigns points to specific features of a building. 

It awards more points for attractive features or deducts points for poor features. 
This allows to bypass the complicated and expensive traditional valuation. (The 
points-based approach is recommended in localities where the tax amounts are 
small, but property valuation is costly. ) 
 

- This method is progressive in that higher-value buildings carry a higher burden 
than lower-valued buildings.  
 

- A major advantage in choosing the points based system is that minimal expertise 
is required, automation is straightforward with basic technology and inexpensive, 
transparency can be achieved. 
 

- The system relies on non-subjective characteristics, which helps ensure that the 
valuations are perceived by taxpayers as being fair and equitable.  

 
- In Mzuzu there was need for a cost effective method of mass valuation like the 
REMOP; a system for improving collection and management of locally generated 
revenues. So the Point based system was voted by council and adopted for 
property assessment. 
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- The Revenue mobilization software is not only a recording tool but also a 
compliance tool designed to help municipalities manage, track revenue collection 
and monitor taxpayers’ compliance rate.  
 

- The system provides powerful functionalities such as: 
• An assessment module which captures properties assessment and 

calculates points by which area and mill rate are multiplied to obtain tax 

bill.  
• A payment module, which tracks payment history and receipt numbers 

per property. 

• A billing module, which provides for Rate Demand Notices printing in 
bulk per neighbourhood, per street and per property. 

• An appeal module, which allows taxpayers to register an appeal for a 

reduction in tax bill.  
• An embedded scanning function for receipts, appeal letters and other 

documents linked to each property profile.  

• An automatic Excel and PDF report function to produce reports on all 
payments recorded on the system, all defaulters during the compliance 

stage, ratebooks and or on all properties that have been marked as 

'Under Construction' during their assessments for the current tax year. 
These reports are grouped and sorted by owner and address.  

 

• Highly usable- The system is easy-to-use and light weight. Allowing users to 
achieve their tasks easily and efficiently without frustration. 
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Standardized Methodology to ensure sustainability 
 
ReMoP follows a 6 logical steps: 

1. Discovery: numbering and indexing all existing properties. Collection of 
properties characteristics. 

2. Assessment: the software calculates each property value (points) and 
associated tax.  

3. Billing: issuance and distribution of Rate Demand Notices 
4. Sensitization: a broad campaign to publicise the tax and sensitize taxpayers, 

during the entire duration of the cycle 
5. Collection: monitoring of incoming payments, processing appeals and 

settling disputes, reports 
6. Compliance: collaboration with local judiciary system to ensure revenue 

mobilization 
 

The steps follow the local tax year and are repeated for the second year of the 
implementation of the project, during which RDF’s support is gradually reduced for 
the council to take over operations for ensuring sustainability of the system 
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During discovery A full Geographical Information Survey was undertaken for the 
City of Mzuzu to establish the boundaries of neighborhoods or wards as they call 
them over there, and to identify streets. 
 
• A thorough identification of each building by assigning numbers, coding the streets 
where the buildings are identified, then posting signage of streets names (names 
chosen by the communities) was done.  
 
• Measurements of the building exterior, together with a GPS reading of the location 
of the buildings were collected and recorded onto the assessment form. This form is 
also used to evaluated the features of each building and land, whether commercial 
or residential.  
 
• Field Supervision after data collection for quality assurance is required at this step 
to ensure correct data and measurements are recorded. 
 

( Incorrect data or measurements will deter tax payer confidence and discourage 
payment. The method of supervision used in ReMoP is  to check a sample of forms 
each day and of each team data, performed by a field supervisor .) 
 
• Data Input: Then All the data collected is entered into the ReMoP Software. (Since 
this is a long task subject to errors it is usually done by two data entry clerks, with a 
supervision review.) 
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- This is an example of the data input or registration stage on the REMOP software 
 
This is the registration stage where the data that was collected on the field is entered 
in the system. The data pertains  to general information such as  the property type, 
the name of the officer who collected the information, the collection data, the size , 
the address, and the names of owner and tenant if applicable. 
 
- Each property is geo referenced and the GIS coordinates of each building is also 
entered at this stage and linked to owners profile with a map module for 
visualization.  
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During the assessment and appeal phase: 
 
•The measurements of each building are recorded and multiplied by a factor that 
differs for commercial and residential building types to obtain the Initial Rateable 
Value.  
 
•Adjustments: Then the initial rateable value is adjusted for certain features of the 
building to create the Annual Rateable Value. (Council personnel are included in 
setting the extent of the points for each building feature.) 
 
•Mill Rate: The Council adopted Mill rate, is multiplied by the Annual Rateable value, 
to determine the tax bill. (The total tax calculated by the ReMoP software should be 
set against the budget and the Development Plan .  ) 
 
• Note that the mill rate for domestic buildings is lower than the mill rate for 
commercial buildings. (Municipalities are encouraged to pay attention not to put too 
much pressure on the population.) 
 
• Appeals are encouraged because the purpose of the REMOP is to be fair – so 
encouraging people to come to the valuation office is a priority and can be made 
through sensitization. Correct basis of assessment is important so that the tax payer 
is confident that the burden is fair 
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- After the registration of a new property and owner in the system, a unique 
property code is generated. 
 

- The land features and building features that are supplied on the assessment form 
are also entered at this stage in the system leading to the calculated points value 
of the property which are used to calculate the amount of the tax bill. 
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The assessment form used in Mzuzu, Malawi. 
 
The  form is adapted to the context of the town where the programme is 
implemented. 
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- Taxpayers can lodge an appeal against the Valuation, if they feel that valuation is 
not fair. 

- The appeals committee decides whether to reduce or maintain the tax bill 
amount. 

- When the valuation is reviewed down, some of the building or land features are 
reassessed and modified for lower points in the assessment module.  
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The Billing stage involves:  
 
• Rate Demand Notices (RDNs) are designed and issued with a summary of the 
features evaluated against points given to each feature. The RDNs are labelled with 
an official logo of the Council, to ensure the receiver it is an official document of the 
Council. 
 
• Two signatures are needed: the Mayor or Chairman and the Chief Administrator, to 
ensure that both the politicians and the administration are supporting the 
requirement to pay property tax and business licences.  
 
•The printing of the RDNs is done in bulk directly through the REMOP system, sorted 
by address. 
 
• Distribution of tax bill are done systematically to all tax payers, with a waybill 
(delivery) form filled out to ensure receipt.  
 
• Distribution of RDNs is done by the field team who carried the initial assessments, 
since they would have already received training on map reading. 
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- Once features of the property have been assessed, the form is sent to the billing 
stage to get the calculated figure of the amount to pay. 

- The tax bill is obtained by multiplying the points value of each property by the mill 
rate.. 

- Tax bill is rounded down, meaning that the system will calculate a bill of MWK 
9,800, but the owner will pay MWK 9,000 . 

- The Rate Demand Notices (RDNs) are generated and printed for distribution. 
- Trained officers prioritize distribution of RDNs to high value properties 

 
- Note that the mill rate is defined by the council and entered in the system during 

configuration by an administrator. 
- The minimum amount is agreed by the city council 
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• This is an example of a Rate Demand Notice detailing the score for each criteria, 
the overall score, the mill rate, the total amount to pay.  

  
• The format of the RDN is customizable on the system and adapted to match 

financial year. 
 

• The text is adapted to fit each specific Council, with special emphasis made to the 
Bank name and the Bank address, and the appropriate year. 
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• Sensitisation is conducted at the beginning of the project and is expected to 
continue throughout the programme. Its aim is to inform and sensitise tax payers on 
the needs and benefits of paying taxes to the local government.  
 
•Sensitisation is a key feature of a successful ReMoP program. It is crucial to increase 
tax payers confidence and thus participation rate. 
 
• An effective medium of communication is radio. Each locality is generally covered 
by at least one radio station and this programming can be linked or copied to other 
stations in the District.  
 
• Banners, permanent signs, or mobile PA systems can also be effective, if 
displayed/used at strategic locations. 
 
• Other methods that have had proven success in Sierra Leone include ward meeting; 
street theatre; announcements at local church; mosque or football match; vehicle 
signs; posters; newspapers; and signs on visible projects implemented using 
collected taxes. 
 
•Local councils are also encouraged to share the results of the collection and discuss 
the development plan with the local population as well.  
•Ward meeting to inform t 
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• Using revenue collectors gives rise to corruption opportunities, so it is strongly 
recommended that the payment of taxes and licences is done through a local bank.  
 
• Sensitisation on the method of payment and the reasons for payment of tax is 
crucial. 
 
• One or two banks are selected by the Chief Administrator and should be the bank 
with the most branches throughout the District. 
 
•The payments are then recorded and receipts scanned directly in REMOP property 
profile  
 
• And customized reports can be issued. 
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- Payments are collected and recorded directly into the system from the accounts 
office. Receipts of payments are also scanned 

- At this stage if there is an outstanding balance, it will automatically show in the 
outstanding box. Similarly for penalties and arrears due to defaulting 
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• This stage involves the Magistrates Court and will normally see the vast majority of 
summoned defaulters pay prior to the Court hearing. 
 
• Only a few cases will reach Court.  
 
• Taxes paid during first year voluntarily, will naturally be small, even with all of the 
sensitization, incentives and penalties. 
 
• In the first year this stage is arduous and long but in future years it becomes easier 
as tax payers become more familiar with the programme.  
 
• Solicitor, Magistrate and Court Clerk are closely involved in discussions and 
formulations of Plaint Notes 
 
•Revenues collected from property taxes can be as low as 0 before the 
implementation of the project. Usual target is to reach 50% of compliance rate by 
the end of the first year and 70% by the end of the second year. It usually doesn’t go 
much higher than 80% on the long run. 
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Magistrate reviewing defaulters files. 
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- The system was installed at the planning office in Mzuzu Malawi to facilitate the 
Discovery stage of Phase I and at the Finance department for the Billing and 
collection phase. During this stage three personal computers on a network were 
used to enter field survey information. 
 

- The solution was designed to give the council an all-around access to the system 
across the main departments in charge of REMOP activities. 
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- This table shows the number of properties valuated per ward before the 
implementation of the REMOP methodology against the amount of properties 
registered in the system after the implementation of the REMOP. 

- More properties captured in the REMOP system increased the tax base for the 
Mzuzu city council and led to revenue increase. As will be shown in the next slide. 
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This slide show the revenue increase in USD before, during and after the 
implementation of the REMOP. There is a decrease in 2015 fiscal year due to drastic 
changes in Exchange rate USD- MWK. The following slide will show a steady increase 
in Malawian Kwacha after the project.  
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- Revenues almost doubled in the fiscal year 2014/2015, during the second year of 
the REMOP implementation.  
 
- The following fiscal year (2015/2016) revenues slightly increased and remained 
steady. 
 
- This increase allowed the council to finance various services as will be shown in the 
next slide 
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- Some projects implemented following the REMOP include classrooms, drainages 
structures, ablution blocks, staff houses and the improvement of roads condition. 

- Many ward benefited from improvements as shown in the table.  
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- Based on Property Survey conducted by Mzuzu Council and Revenue 
Development Foundation in late 2014, 39,000 residential buildings were 
registered for property tax purposes.  
 

- The survey conducted provided the planning office with detailed maps on details 
about quality of housing, Sanitary Types within each household. Other Ward maps 
include household water access, house building quality. 
 

- See https://revenuedevelopment.org/page/maps 
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- Enforcing compliance has been one of the most difficult steps of the REMOP to 
implement. The biggest challenge encountered in regards to compliance was the 
political will of the council to take action against defaulters, especially wealthy 
property owners. 
 

- The act mandates that only registered Valuers can perform valuations. However 
there are limited numbers of registered Valuers in Malawi, which makes 
valuations costly and lengthy. 
 

- The balance between fairness and progressiveness was a bit hard to attain (in my 
opinion). It was noted that retirees, having invested a lot of money into the 
construction of their homes were receiving high tax bill. Some complained they 
did not have high income generating activities and therefore would be reduced to 
poverty if they had to pay high amount of taxes.  
 

- Vandalism of some street signs due to the fact that they were placed very low to 
the ground or because some street names had not received the approval of all 
members of the community. 
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